
ContractRite

Calculate and compare fuel price formulas 
automatically to make smarter purchases.

ContractRite from Axxis Software lets you 
automatically calculate and store contract prices side 
by side with rack prices in your internal system for 
real-time sourcing.

Market Challenge 
 
Fuel contract price calculations are typically performed on multiple 
spreadsheets which aren’t integrated with back office systems, 
making it difficult to compare prices against each other. This process 
is manual, clumsy and time-consuming. 

Benefits

How We Help  
 
Axxis ContractRite allows you to calculate any pricing formula, 
whether from a supplier contract price, or your own supply price. 
It then integrates results into your pricing system for direct 
comparison with rack prices to give you an instant view of the best 
purchasing price. It also allows you to automate calculation of 
customer contract pricing with automated pass through to the Axxis 
Quote and Notify system. 

Access a comprehensive library of simple and complex formula 
calculation templates with multiple parameters for adjustment, 
for ease of setup

Calculate contracts using dynamic 
RINs values

Store all prices in one place automatically for easier 
historical analysis

Track contract start and end dates and volumes 
on a schedule you choose

For more information, visit axxispetro.com

Request a demo

800.833.8870  | 603.553.0989 
sales@axxispetro.com

Who We Help

Retailers

Wholesalers & Jobbers

Commodities

Gasoline

Diesel

Biofuels

Propane

Jet/Av Gas

Market Segments

Rack

Retail

Provide more flexibility in pricing for customers 
and prospects



ContractRite | Related Axxis Software Modules

PriceRite 
 

Price Management TransactionRite
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Archive contract and rack 
pricing side by side.

Calculates and delivers even 
the most complex pricing for 
customers and prospects.

Through integration with 
delivery and BOL data, track 
and analyze fuel contract 
volume performance compared 
to established thresholds on 
a daily, weekly, monthly or 
annual basis.


